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Rev. Beth Head welcomes you

Join us in 2016 ~ A Journey of Spiritual Discovery

ONGOING WEEKLY
The Artist’s Way, 12 weeks beginning Thursday, Feb 4th 7:00pm Facilitated by Fred Goodnight.
Noon Prayer Service Tuesdays
$10 per class or $100 for all paid in advance. You must have the book to take the class 321-610-8093
and Thursdays
Calling All Entrepreneurs, Tuesdays beginning Feb 9th 6:30pm Class is facilitated by Karen Wednesdays – 10:00am Chair
Steil of Church of Profitsea®. You will be mentored to be seen as you truly are and to excel at what you do. Yoga with LindaJoy $40 for 8
The goal of this class is to create consistent, profitable, life-changing results. Love Offering.
sessions, 8 participants minimum
Fridays – 10:30am Qi Gong
Thrive Creativity Forum, Mondays beginning Feb 15th 7:00pm Discover your hidden creative
potential! Jerry Forney facilitates this series of open mini-workshops based on the tried and true Thrive First Sunday of the Month - Reiki
Creativity Forum support group. This is not an art class so no materials will be involved in this 8 week start-up Healing Service 12:00pm
series. Suggested offering $5. Register email storytree1@aol.com 321-259-3822. 8 people needed for class. Third Sunday of the Month – mini
service at WAVECREST 2:30pm
Sound Journey, Sunday, Feb 21st begins promptly at 6:00pm The noise we’ve collected in our
Second and Fourth Tuesdays bodies and minds will be transformed into a state of calm and peace. This is a unique meditative experience
Meditation with Jenny 7pm
using a variety of sound healing instruments and tools. You may bring a mat, pillow and blanket and get
comfortable on the floor or you may sit in a chair. Bring what you need to be comfortable. No young children. Second and Fourth Thursdays –
Club CHIP 6pm
Cost: $15. jmchimera@gmail.com
Vocal Performance Workshop, Tuesdays beginning Feb 23rd 6:30pm This workshop by
Steve McAndrew, MA will meet 7 consecutive Tuesdays to promote singing, improve your singing skills and
technique, become more comfortable performing with others, learn to communicate effectively with musicians,
build a repertoire of songs in the proper key, enjoy the art of singing. All skill levels welcome. $125. For Info
see www.stephenmcandrew.com or call 805.441.8063.

Second Friday Night – Craft Night
6:30pm – bring your unfinished
projects to work on
Third Friday Night – Game Night
7:00pm

Come check out our new, larger space at
2401 N. Harbor City Blvd Melbourne 32935
(former site of Everest University)

Wat P u n yawa n a r a m

Brevard County’s Learning Center Of The Buddha’s Teaching, Meditation And Thai Culture
4490 Aurora Road Melbourne 321-255-1465 www.watpun.org
Visiting Hours: 7AM to 8PM Daily
Meditation 7 to 8AM * 7 to 8PM Daily
Thrift Shop:Wed to Sun 9AM to 4PM
Thai Food Served Sunday 10AM - 2PM

We are predominately Thai but many from other
cultures join us. We have several Monks and Nuns
of the Dhammayut Order in residence.

10:30am
Sunday
Mornings

Sunday
Services
10:00 am
Listen to our Sunday talks online
MINISTER
www.unitymerrittisland.org
Rev. Rose M.
4725 N. Courtenay Parkway
Whitham
Merritt Island, Florida 32953
321-452-2625
Email info@unitymerrittisland.org

The New Way POD
The Aquarian Building
238 Peachtree St in Cocoa

www.thenewway.us
Admin@TheNewWay.us

321-458-7956
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HORIZONS MAGAZINE is distributed FREE each month to 200+ bookstores
and health food stores throughout Florida, as well as by subscription.
HORIZONS is designed to inspire, educate and entertain those who are
exploring the body/mind connection and seeking spiritual solutions to
everyday life.
Article submission: You may submit articles of up to 900 words on any area
of personal growth and practical spirituality to HorizonsMagazine@aol.com. Time
sensitive articles must be submitted 4-5 months in advance.
Any article that promotes a particular person, product, service or event is
considered an ad and paid for.

Horizons thanks
everyone willing
to take the risk

The views expressed in Horizons Magazine are those of the authors and not necessarily
those of its publisher or advertisers. We do not necessarily endorse the ideas or
products of our advertisers, but we honor their right to offer them. We reserve the right
to edit material for space and content. Horizons Magazine © 1997 Andrea de Michaelis
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Best Ad Rates and Distribution

of any spiritual growth magazine in Florida.
We’re distributed monthly to 200+ bookstores
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it takes a reader 3-4 times seeing a new ad
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12 Steps of
Spiritual Freedom
By Rev. Tom Sannar

http://oneheart-onemind.org

Email dr.tomsannar@gmail.com

1. Recognition - God Is First. I recognize that there
is an Infinite Power and Presence greater than I am. This
Presence is on purpose and knows the answers to all of my
questions and has the ability and the willingness to fulfill all
of my desires.
2. Unification. I unify my consciousness with the
consciousness of God. I am willing in total faith and trust to
allow Spirit to guide me and direct me in my daily affairs.
3. Willingness To Change. I am willing to assess my life,
to honestly look at and face all my fears.
4. Dominion. I take dominion and responsibility for my
life. I give up blame and judgment. I accept myself and all
others.
5. I Live On Principle. I know that I am a Spiritual
Being. I live my life with honesty and integrity.
6. I Live On Purpose. I am willing to commit to the
process of purposeful living. As I discover my purpose and
live it with courage, I am transformed.
7. Forgiveness. I forgive myself for any past mistakes
and I forgive all others who I think have harmed me.

Payment is due by the 10th
with your ad

8. Positively Present. I maintain a positive attitude,
regardless of what is occurring in my life. I know that
behind every seeming crisis, there is opportunity for good.

display ad sizes

9. Persistence. I persist through faith. I maintain focus
and discipline.

Full page ad is 7.25” wide by 9.5” tall
1/2 page 4.25” tall by 7.25” wide or 9” tall by 3.5” wide
1/3 page 2.8” tall by 7.25” wide or 9” tall by 2.3” wide
1/4 page 4.25” tall by 3.5” wide or 2” tall by 7.25 wide
Business card ad is 2” by 3.5”
Small strip ad is 1” x 3.5”

We accept all credit cards
and PayPal online

Email HorizonsMagazine@aol.com

321-750-3375

cell/text

Mail ad with payment to
HORIZONS MAGAZINE
575 Escarole Street SE
Palm Bay, FL 32909-4802
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10. Service. I know that the floodgates of opportunity
open wide by my giving myself in unconditional service to
others.
11. Gratitude. I am
grateful for my life and all
aspects of my life. I see all
people as the goodness of
Spirit in form.
12. Tithing. I come to
understand and embody the
principle of tithing, so that
I freely and unconditionally
give one tenth of my time, my You are loved and
treasure, and my talent to my
guided more than
spiritual source.
you can imagine

Horizons Magazine by subscription $24/12 issues

Visit www.horizonsmagazine.com

This month’s
thoughts
about
things...
“In the company of one who is living
Love, you can’t help but spring into
that Love.” - Sri Sri Ravi Shankar

Andrea de Michaelis
Publisher 2016

Hello and welcome to the February 2016
edition of Horizons Magazine. This month we wel-

come our new astrologer, Maya White! See pages 30 and 31 to
learn all about her. We’re honored!

Miracles are simply laws of nature that transcend our familiar
band of perception. I’d been tripping with some wrist pain the
last two months and after spending time in self care with it, I finally made an appointment with my Acupuncturist and Doctor
of Oriental Medicine, Dr. David Rindge (see page 27.) David
healed my paws with laser light therapy after a car accident
that caused trauma-induced carpal tunnel in 2000. Years later
I developed trigger thumb on the right hand, painful for two
weeks and he healed it in one session, never to return. After
the first 30 minute laser light treatment, I was able to return to
the office for several hours of using the mouse. For the last two
months, mousing for hours has caused me wrist, arm and elbow
pain. 24 hours after David’s laser treatment not only did I have
no pain, a friend asked me how my arm was after treatment.
I showed him by picking up my guitar and holding it at arm’s

length. I couldn’t hold a pencil like that before without pain.
I usually don’t go to doctors unless it’s an emergency, even
when they are a long time dear friend. But I know self care is
very important. Last month before I made the appointment, I
made the decision to dedicate all of one afternoon to soothing
my sore strained paws with massage, pranic healing, bongers,
visualization and music therapy. I found I can listen to my favorite piano concertos and feel it moving through my nervous
system like an elixir and I envision it healing my paws as it flows
out my fingers. I’ve been using the headphones while sitting in
front of the altar space, hands resting atop my knees. I envision
myself inhaling the music in through my fingertips and exhaling
the pain out my mouth.
I knew it was just blocked energy, something I was holding onto
that I was not yet aware of. That’s why I scheduled an emergency appointment to spend a day alone at the beach and figure
out what I needed to “let go” of, what I needed to “release
my grip” on. I realized I needed to get the energy moving and
figure out what I was metaphorically “keeping a grip on” that
I needed to let go of. So one day I spent several hours at the
beach, letting myself be drawn into the Now, which is where
my power lies. Once there, I realized there are a few projects
I need to drop my involvement in. Once I made that decision,
I felt very free. And my hands had, at least for time being,
stopped throbbing. It was nice to have a relief from that.
The discomfort had made me restless and bitchy. Just the acts
of brushing hair and teeth, getting dressed, opening and closing
door knobs, seat belt, steering wheel, the paws got exhausted
and achey within minutes of getting up. Then I’d get restless
and snippy. Mealtime has been a trip left handed. It’s been easier to pick meals up or heat a Lean Cuisine, altho I do it stovetop
as I don’t use a microwave.

...continued on page 28...

If you appreciate what Horizons has each month, show your support by subscribing, even if your local store carries us.

Subscribe Today
We’ll give you 12 monthly issues of Horizons Magazine for just $24 ($48 overseas.) Charge it to any credit card or
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Finding Your
Animal Ally

and “see” what animal has appeared. You
can even communicate with the animal to
understand why it has come forward as
your totem.
Spend time in nature: The traditional
way to discover your totem is to spend
time in solitude in nature and then notice
the animals that show up. You can also
watch the images in the clouds and even
in the patterns on the bark on the trees to
get clues as to your totem.

The following is an excerpt from
Kindling the Native Spirit by Denise
Linn. It is published by Hay House and
is available in bookstores and online at
www.hayhouse.com

In many native traditions,
finding one’s animal ally
often involved a vision
quest in nature. However,

as we don’t always have the
opportunity to go on a quest, there are a number of other ways
that you can find your spirit animal:
Think about what animal you are drawn to: You may find
your power animal by noticing the animals to which you feel
irresistibly drawn. It could be your favorite animal since
childhood. Perhaps you’ve loved stories about cats and have
always felt aligned with them—this might indicate that some
kind of cat is your ally.
Watch your dreams: A totem may also appear repeatedly in
a dream. Before you go to sleep, ask that your spirit animal
appear in your dreams. Consider keeping a journal next to your
bed so that you can record your dreams as soon as you awake.
Pay attention to the signs: Ask the Creator to give you a sign
in regard to your totem. If an animal appears a number of
times, especially in unusual ways, this most likely is one of
your allies. For example, you receive a card with a horse on
it in the mail. Then you begin seeing horses on posters and
billboards. There’s a song playing on the radio about a horse,
as you’re driving by a field full of horses. If everywhere you
turn, you see horses, there’s a good chance that the horse is
your totem.
Take the inward journey: One of the most powerful ways to
find your spirit animal is to go on an inner journey (meditation).
Imagine yourself in a mist, and picture yourself reaching into
the mist to touch your spirit animal. Imagine the mist thinning

Discovering the Qualities of Your Animal Ally

Different cultures assign varying meanings to totems. Trust your
intuition to find the significance of yours. There are many books
that list power animals and what they represent. Although these
can be very useful, it’s important to remember that this is only
one person’s or one culture’s interpretation. Read the definition
of your animal ally in the book and see if it feels right to you.
Your own sense of what a particular spirit animal means is
unique and is more valid than anyone else’s opinion.
The owl is a good example of these varying definitions. When
I was in Western Australia discussing totems with Aboriginal
elders, I was told that men feared the owl, for it was a woman’s
totem and represented the darkness and the unknown. They
said that as men were afraid of the power of women, they also
feared the owl. In New Zealand, I discussed animal allies with
members of the Maori tribe and asked about the owl. I was
told that it was a sacred bird to the Maoris. It was so sacred
that its name was never spoken. In my own Native American
culture, some tribes revere the owl, saying that it represents
deep wisdom, yet other tribes consider it the harbinger of death
and darkness. The meaning for each ally can vary dramatically;
therefore, it’s crucial that you find the meaning of your ally for
yourself.
Another way to discover what your totem represents is to read
wildlife books, nature magazines, and encyclopedias. Research
the habits and habitat of the animals with which you feel a
special kinship. For example, if you feel that the wolf is your
ally, by researching their habits in the wild, you’ll discover that
they have a strong sense of family. Thus, having a wolf for your
ally may increase your connection to your family.

Spiritual Services with
Laura Beers
Change your Perspective
Change your Life!
Psychic Medium,
Motivational Speaker,
Spiritual Certified Coach, Ordained Minister

In Person, Phone, Skype, Groups, will travel

321-751-4766

www.HealYourSpirit2.com
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abraham-hicks

Spirit and Psychic Readings

Daena Croghan

www.SpiritAndPsychicReadings.com

Alternative Choices Natural,
Organic Dried Herbs and Spices,
Essential Oils And More
Your Health Matters To Us!

IT’S AS SIMPLE AS
CHOOSING
A FREQUENCY

A Branch of Leaves & Roots
460 N. Ronald Reagan Blvd
Longwood, FL 32750

GUEST:

So, I have a Doctorate in psychology which
I’ve shared with you before, and I remember in one of
the land cruises you said, “That’s a Doctorate in Mass
Consciousness Thinking, that higher education can be
expertise in Mass Consciousness Thinking. And I’m really
aware of that now… There’s this intense momentum of
emotions about certain human topics that we encounter,
whether it be illness or tragedy, there’s certain words,
certain ideas that I feel like there’s these streams, that
you can so easily tap. It’s almost like a vein, tapping a
vein, and BOOM the emotion is right there, the pain, the
sadness, the tragedy feeling.

...continued on page 29...

321-422-0815

1951 Stimson St.
Jacksonville, FL 32210

(904) 389-3690

www.earthgifts.com
Open 7 days a week

Rock shop,
candles,
incense,
herbs, oils,
Books, tarot,
MORE

Rev. Andy Conyer

ABRAHAM: Something worth focusing on is that –
yes – there is mass consciousness, which is a collection of
individuals, and there is individual focus and momentum,
and there is collective mass consciousness momentum.
Yes, yes, yes to all of that. But as life experience is
producing questions – problems, it is producing answers –
solutions. So, the collective consciousness who is creating
problems, such as illness, is also creating a more powerful
desire for wellness and solutions for wellness. So, it really
is as simple as deciding what frequency you want to tune
into.
There are so many empathetic people in this world
who tune into the problem part of it, not because they
want to – and they are well-meaning, yes – but simply
because that’s the momentum they have going. And the
momentum of focusing upon unwanted – and, therefore,
putting up your shield and disallowing wanted – the reason
that there is so much of that going on is because people
simply do not understand what their point of attraction is
and how to control it. So, most people make no effort at
controlling their own point of attraction. That’s why mass
consciousness moves in those rivers like it does.

330-472-9716

Phone, Skype, In Person $55 1/2 hr • $100 1 hr
Group Sessions $25 per person/ 5 minimum
Email Readings $20 per Question

Abraham is a group of nonphysical teachers,
speaking their broader perspective through
Esther Hicks. Author of Ask & It Is Given,
The Amazing Power of Deliberate Intent, The
Vortex, Where Law of Attraction Assembles
All Cooperative Relationships and NY Times
Best Seller, Money and the Law of Attraction,
visit www.abraham-hicks.com.

Unity Life Enrichment Centre 863-471-1122
10417 S. Orange Blossom Blvd, Sebring, FL 33875
Email unity@vistanet.net www.unityofsebring.org

• Spiritual Guidance
• Archangel Workshops
• Angel Oracle Card Readings
• Personalized ArchAngel Info
• Chakra Clearing and Balancing

Angel Gathering House Parties.
Call Enchanted Spirit for Details
Gemstones • Crystals • Singing Bowls • Incense • Reiki Candles
Fairy Ornaments • Meditation CD’s • Metaphysical and Spiritual
Books • Buddhas • Fountains • Angels

Horizons Magazine by subscription $24/12 issues

320 N. Atlantic Ave Cocoa Beach 32931
enchantedspiritcb@gmail.com

321-784-2213

Visit www.horizonsmagazine.com
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The Herb Corner Herb Corner
and Learning Center
Hours: Wed-Fri. 10-5, Sat. 11-3

277 N. Babcock St., Melbourne * 321-757-7522

Ongoing Herb Classes! Call for Details!

HAVING TROUBLE WITH:
* Arthritis/Rheumatism
* Asthma/Breathing Issues
* Calcium
* Cancer
* Colds/Flu
* Concentration/Memory
* Diabetes
* Fibromyalgia

* Gout
* Headaches
* High/Low Blood Pressure
* IBS/Colitis
* Insomnia
* Low Immune System
* Nutrition Absorption
* Stress

We are a dedicated, caring shop helping you
take control of your health with herbs!
Herbal Teas, Tinctures, Capsules, and Salves/Creams
Herbals Classes and/or Private Consultations to help
you, all of your friends and family (including your pets).

Cecelia Avitable, Master Herbalist & Certified Nutritional Consultant

Florida native helps
hormones & more!
Saw Palmetto:

(suggested health uses)

* Digestive problems
* Coughs
* Benign prostatic hyperplasia (prostate health)
* Boost poor immune system
* Hair loss prevention

We Are More Than Just An Herb Shop!
Gifts, Jewelry, Gemstones, & More!

* Candles * Unique Gifts * One of A Kind Jewelry
* Crystals & Gemstones * Himalayan Salt Lamps
* Organic Skin Care Soaps & Cosmetics
* Glass & Plastic Bottles, Herbal Supplies
* Organic Essential Oils & Diffusers
* Detox Foot Bath Sessions

Gift Certificates Available for All Occasions!
Visit www.herbcorner.net for events, recipes, newsletter, etc.
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Cecelia Avitabile of The Herb Corner and Learning Center in Melbourne
FL is a Certified Holistic Health Practitioner with a Masters of
Herbalism degree and over 20 years of herbal experience. A member
of American Association of Drugless Practitioners and the American
Herbalist Guild. Visit www.herbcorner.net 321-757-7522

Stinking Rose a/k/a Garlic
The first thing that comes to people’s minds about Garlic is
its smell which is why it is also known as “The Stinking Rose”.
It’s the allylmethyl sulfide and allicin that causes your urine,
sweat and breath to stink. As a member of the allium family of
vegetables Garlic is one of the oldest cultivated plants in the
world and it has known for a long time for its more than 100
healing properties, especially for the circulatory system, the
immune system. In the time of the Egyptians it was given to
the slaves to increase their strength and stamina while building
the pyramids. Before wars or sporting events the soldiers and
athletes of ancient Romans and Greeks time period used it
for strength and stamina. During the times of the plagues the
French grave diggers infused garlic in wine and drank it to stave
off the plague. And during WWI and WWII garlic was used to
fight off gangrene.
Garlic is rich in calcium, manganese, selenium, phosphorus,
vitamin B6, alillin, sulfur, flavonoids and ajoene. All of these
constituents give garlic its anti-inflammatory, antifungal,
antibacterial, antiviral, anti-parasitic and antihypertensive
properties. It is the sulfur compounds that give garlic its
distinctive odor. To use fresh crush, 1-2 cloves prior to eating it,
you can also add this to vegetable juice but it must be crushed
to get the full effect of the constituent allinase which catalyzes
into allicin. If you should develop a garlicy odor then just
reduce the amount garlic you are eating.
In the Circulatory system garlic is useful for preventing
heart disease preventing the oxidation of cholesterol, which
can lead to heart disease, lowering triglycerides, raising
HDL’s, improving blood flow throughout the body, inhibiting the
formation of plaque in the arteries, lowering blood pressure.
In the Immune system it is garlics wide variety of compounds
that naturally provide antiviral, antibacterial, antifungal and
antimicrobial properties. This can make garlic useful in the
treatment of colds and flu. According to the Cochrane database
study it was found that people who took garlic daily for three
months had fewer colds and when they did become ill recovery
time was much quicker than those who did not take garlic as
opposed to those that just took a placebo. Garlic was even
found to be beneficial in the treatment of drug-resistance
bacteria such as MRSA.
The constituent’s allicin and sulfenic acid found in Garlic
can be useful in fighting off the free radical damage that can
be responsible for many types of tumors, cancer. It has been
found to be toxic to fourteen different types of cancer including
lung, breast, brain, and prostate, colon esophageal, ovarian,
pancreatic and gastric.
Another interesting use for garlic is to repel mosquitos from
biting you. According to a 1996 Lancet article 100 people who
were given garlic to eat prior to going outside were 20% less
likely to be bitten by mosquitos or ticks due to their body odors.
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What If Love
Didn’t Have to
Be So Hard?

Reverend Robyn Stevens
Consultant,
Psychic
Medium

Card & Spirit Readings

321-327-8881

Rmoondrop@aol.com

Sandra Bianco

Licensed Massage Therapist MA#31943

407-247-6217

skblmt@gmail.com
2471 Aloma Ave, Ste 201, Winter Park 32792
Providing skilled and compassionate therapy since 2000

Janice Scott-Reeder, AA, BA, Druid

SARK (Susan Ariel Rainbow Kennedy) and Dr. John Waddell are the
authors of Succulent Wild Love. SARK is a best-selling author and
artist, with sixteen titles in print and well over two million books
sold. Dr. John has been helping individuals and couples lead happier
lives for over 30 years through his clinical psychology practice and
metaphysical teachings. Visit them online at PlanetSARK.com.

I met John on a cruise. He had no idea who SARK
was or that I had sold millions of books around the world.
He told me that he had been deeply in love once before and
the honeymoon had never ended. His wife had passed away.
And then he told me that he was qualified to adore me. And
I thought to myself, “I’m going to marry this man!” A month
later, he moved in and we got engaged before our 3-year
anniversary.
Love is really hard. One of the most wonderful experiences
we have in our lives is loving another human being. Not the
storybook kind of love where he always puts the toilet seat
down and you never fight, but the beautiful love where you
share a soul connection that lets you grow and truly expand
as human beings. I wanted that for a really long time but
like a lot of us, I had my own pesky inner critics that were
telling me that I wasn’t good enough. You know the ones
that tell you are too old, or too fat or too skinny, too tall or
too short, or too whatever to have someone really love you.
Mine seemed to keep whispering or shouting in my ear that I
would probably never find love anyway so I should probably
just give up and stop trying — it just felt too hard.
What If It Doesn’t Have to Be So Hard?

Licensed Psychic, Astrologer, Broward County, FL

Master Tarotist, Hypnotherapist, Psychometry, Spirit Contact

954-698-6926 (Coconut Creek 33073)
Facebook: CosmicSalamander or CosmicJanice

Spiritualist Chapel of Melbourne
Spiritualism +
Mediumship
Classes
Thursdays
6:30-8:30 pm

$3 members
$5 others

We Welcome All To

Sunday 10 AM services
1924 Melody Lane, Melbourne, FL 32901
Spirit Messages - Healing Service
Guest Speakers • Private Readings
$15/15 minutes after Services

321-728-4738

Friend us on Facebook SCM=SpiritualistChapelOfMelbourne

Native American & Metaphysical Stuff Store
Readings, Crystals, Jewelry, Incense, Smudge

The Purple Rose Trading Co.

Rev. Tina, Owner
P.O. Box 275 • 1079 Stevens St. Cassadaga, FL 32706

www.cassadaga-purplerose.com

(386) 228-3315

When I met John, he told me he promised to see me as
perfect, and take responsibility for any ways that he didn’t
see me that way. I thought this was a really exciting idea
until I realized it meant I might have to see him as perfect
too! You mean put away all my lists and stop trying to fix
him?

...continued on page 21
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SOULSONGS
Abraham FUN

ARCHAngel
ORACLE CARDS

Doreen Virtue is a spiritual doctor of
psychology and 4th-generation metaphysician
who works with angelic, elemental, and
ascended-master realms. Doreen is author of
50+ books about angels and mind-body-spirit
issues. See www.angeltherapy.com

Karen Money Williams is a longtime
student of the Abraham-Hicks
perspective, and she and Mark hold
Abraham discussion meetings in their
home in Winter Springs, FL. You can
join Karen’s “Abraham Fun” group on
FB and like her FB page, “Soulsongs.”
karen@karenmoneywilliams.com.

Soulsong #134

The Past Has Passed
Today I release the pain of the past.
I cannot build a happy tomorrow if I’m giving mental
energy to past hurts and heartaches, if I’m lamenting
abuses and wrongdoing, if I’m feeling guilty over
mistakes and failures.
I am never truly “stuck” in the past, for time ever
moves forward. But by dwelling on past pain, I will
likely draw new but similar pain-evoking situations and
people into my experience. I will likely live a vicious
circle.
I even release the idea of being a “survivor.” Every
time I think and speak of myself as such, I am recalling
what I survived. This sort of thinking can usher in new
problems and troubles that require more survival.
If possible, I perform some sort of symbolic act today,
such as going to a body of water where I mentally
release the past, allowing it to rest and be transformed
by nature’s peaceful flow.

Rev. Dawn Casseday
Psychic, Clairvoyant, Medium
Reiki /Energy Healing,Tarot
Past Life Regression Specialist

386-478-0341

Phone
readings
available

www.revdawncasseday.com
Cassadaga
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Congratulations!
This card signals
the lifting
of obstacles
previously
standing in your
way.
Now you can expect to enjoy smoother sailing. For
example, payments will arrive on time, decisions will
be made in your favor, and your work will receive the
respect and attention it deserves. This is a time when
it’s extra important to stay optimistic and filled with
faith. Enjoy and appreciate the small successes, and
recognize that they add up to big ones. The more
you stay centered in gratitude, the more positive
opportunities will come your way.
From the Arachangel Gabriel Oracle Deck

Leaves
& Roots
9476 E. Colonial Drive
Orlando, FL 32817

Over 100 Top Quality
Essential & Fragrance Oils
Herbs & Herb Blends in capsules
Aromatherapy supplies
Herbal research
Herbal extracts
Incense, Soaps
Body Care
Books

407-823-8840

Email leavesandroots@leavesandroots.com

M-F 10-7
Sat 10-5
Sun 12-5

Horizons Magazine by subscription $24/12 issues

Over 300 herbs & spices in stock

www.leavesandroots.com

Visit www.horizonsmagazine.com

NEGATIVE
SELF-TALK
Jenny Mannion eliminated
her symptoms of several
chronic diseases in under one month and found
her path to healing. She has since written over
200 articles on healing naturally. The following
is excerpted from her book A Short Path to
Change: 30 Ways to Transform Your Life, which
guides readers through 30 very short and easy
exercises to transform their lives.
See http://www.jennymannion.com
“The inner speech, your thoughts, can cause you to be rich or poor,
loved or unloved, happy or unhappy, attractive or unattractive,
powerful or weak.” —Ralph Charell

As humans, we can truly be our worst
enemies. We allow ourselves to berate and belittle

ourselves in a manner
in which we wouldn’t
dream of doing to
anyone
else.
We
concentrate on the
things done wrong,
expressed inaccurately,
or possibly all of the
mistakes
we
feel
we have made. It is
unusual for us to give
ourselves the proper
recognition for things
that we did right. We
tend to concentrate
on all the ways we
screwed up.

For years I told
myself I was sick.
What if I began
to tell myself that
I was working on
getting better? This
worked and was
part of the reason
I healed myself in
three weeks.

When we start to listen to our self-talk, it can be pretty
scary and revealing as to why we feel the way we do
about ourselves, why perhaps, we have such a negative
self-image. In truly hearing and altering our self-talk,
it changes our interior dialogue to a more constructive
conversation that will empower us instead of disempower
us.
On top of all the negative self-talk about ourselves, we
usually are quite skilled at giving a negative running
commentary of what is going on. We judge others and
situations based on our past, sometimes not allowing for
any new possibility. What we focus on expands. When we
repeat these negative words we do not allow for any other
scenario to present itself. In fact, we might actually block
any other possibilities from coming into our lives. Where
we put our energy helps to create our reality.

Horizons Magazine by subscription $24/12 issues

Luna Sol Esoterica, LLC
Metaphysical/New Age SUPPLY Store
of Award Winning Intl Author Ann Moura

311 S. Park Ave in Sanford, FL 32771
Wed-Sat 10am - 6pm; Sun 11am - 6pm

Ann Moura

Crystals, stones, candles, oils, herbs, incense, books, jewelry,
divination & ritual tools, classes, events.
Readings w/Ann Moura weekends

JAN 30
(Saturday
10am - 6pm)
-- IMBOLC
FESTIVAL &
PSYCHIC FAIR
-- Readers
($20/15 min);
Energy Work
(30 min/$40);
Vendors.

FEB 7 Sunday
1-5pm) -- TAROT
for BEGINNERS by
Psychic Reader &
Medium, SANDY
ARNOLD, use
Rider-Waite style
cards; includes
workbook, Major
& Minor Arcana,
tarot numerology/
astrology, spreads,
etc. Prepay $50

www.lunasolesoterica.com

.

FEB
10 &
FEB 24
(Wed.
3pm 6pm)
-- PSYCHIC
READINGS
by appt with
TORRE', Psychic
Medium of
Cassadaga.
30 min/$50
1 hr/$75

321-363-4883

When I was sick, I kept telling myself I was sick as the
doctors confirmed it every week with more and more tests. I
did not allow my body to make healthy cells. The only thing
I repeated to myself was just how sick I was and how badly
I felt. I did not allow for any other possibility. The doctors
told me I was ill and would deteriorate and I believed that
in every cell of my body, which, again, did not allow healthy
cells to be created.
One of the main facts I learned that helped me to heal was
that our body is 99.999 percent new every eleven months.
It made sense to me that where our emotions are and what
we tell ourselves are key. For years I had told myself I was
sick. What if I began to tell myself that I was working on
getting better? This worked and was part of the reason I
healed myself in three weeks. It is so powerful to hear your
inner dialogue and ask yourself if you truly believe what you
saying, where is the best place for your energy right now,
and how can you reframe this?
The messages you send yourself may be deeply rooted.
These messages can come from your family, community, or
even global consciousness, and they developed into patterns
early on in your life. You may have spent ten, twenty, thirty,
or forty or more years repeating these same patterns.

...continued on page 27
Visit www.horizonsmagazine.com
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From the Heart
Alan Cohen is the author of the new groundbreaking book A Course in Miracles Made Easy:
Mastering the Journey from Fear to Love. Join
Alan and intuitive Dougall Fraser in Hawaii,
February 21-26 for a life-changing retreat, The
Guru in You. For more information about this
program, Alan’s Life Coach Training Program,
free daily inspirational quotes, and weekly
radio show, visit www.AlanCohen.com

Where to Find True Love
	My coaching client Jodi has been in a
Mormon marriage for nearly 30 years. For all

those years she, her husband, and five children have participated avidly in the Mormon Church, rituals, and community.
A few years ago Jodi felt guided to explore other philosophies such as yoga, meditation, and alternative forms of
spiritual expression—all no-no’s according to traditional Mormonism, which shuns people who step out of line. So for Jodi
to express her desire to delve into non-traditional pathways
required a huge leap of faith.
Although Jodi’s husband Don was initially distressed by
her dabbling outside the church, he supported her to venture
onto other paths of spiritual inquiry. Jodi stopped wearing
traditional Mormon garments, took a life coaching course,

read books by Paramahansa Yogananda, set up an altar including small statues of Buddha and the Hindu deity Ganesha, and
took an unprecedented trip by herself to a residential meditation retreat. If Don had been stuck on their special relationship, he might have hit the ceiling and called in the church
fathers to “deprogram” his wife. But, to his credit, he just
kept loving Jodi, which endeared him to her all the more. His
trust in her explorations did not dissolve their marriage, but
strengthened it. When I last spoke to Jodi, she reported that
she and Don were doing tantric sex practices. Both of them
deserve huge credit for flowing with the changes in their relationship and co-creating a marriage based on love, not fear.
I have often pondered why so many of us have had so much
pain in relationships. It’s because we were trained to believe
that we are empty or broken, and if we can just get someone
to give us what we are missing, we would be happy. Then we
must control our supposed source of good so that person will
keep doing the things that make us feel loved. As it turns out,
it’s the other way around. The purpose of relationship is to
source love within ourself and then extend it to our partner.
When we genuinely love, the joy that passes through our heart
to the other person blesses, uplifts, and heals us as it moves
through us.
I used to teach about unconditional love, until my mother
taught me what unconditional love really is. When I set out
on my spiritual path, I was inspired by the teachings of Jesus.
I studied the New Testament and I taped a small picture of
Jesus on the dashboard of my car.

...continued on page 26...

Join us on
Facebook

Enchanted Gifts for the
Mind, Body and Soul
ards,
ooks, C s,
Gifts, B
, Candle
Crystals
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, jewelr
Incense s, More
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Salt La

Energy Healing
Readings
Classes

3491 Pall Mall Drive
Jacksonville, Florida 32257

http://spiritualuplifts.com

Every Other 1st Sunday (March 6)
PSYCHIC FAIR
$10 for 15 minute reading

Readings Friday, Saturday, Sunday
835 East New Haven Avenue
in Historic Downtown Melbourne
(Think Purple)
Monday thru Thursday 10 am - 6 pm
Friday & Saturday 10 am - 8 pm
Sunday Noon - 5 pm

2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th Sundays
Guest Speakers on
Metaphysical Topics

321-474-7348
5120 Sutton Avenue
fee visit www.metaphysicianscircle.com
Always seeking $3
speakers,

7:00 - 8:45pm
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Crystals, gemstones, jewelry, salt lamps, drums,
didgeridoos, singing bowls, books, tarot, CDs, candles, incense, oils,
herbs, sage, divination tools, statuary & altar items, men & women’s
clothing, belly dance accessories, henna, tapestries, peace- promoting
items, faeries and much more!

Melbourne, FL 32904

321-952-6789

“Where Old Melbourne meets the New Age”

Horizons Magazine by subscription $24/12 issues
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Ask Whitedove
Got a burning question? Celebrity
Psychic and Spiritual Teacher Michelle
Whitedove is here to help give clarity
on topics from Archangels to Zodiac,
just ASK WHITEDOVE! Lifetime TV
named her “America’s #1 Psychic” after showcasing her gifts on “America’s
Psychic Challenge.” Ask your questions
at www.MichelleWhitedove.com.

Dear Michelle,

There are so many religious rules to follow; do this, don’t do
that. I wish there were a way to simplify. Can you give me a
starting point?

Worldly in Wisconsin

Dear Worldly

Yes, manmade dogmatic religions can be confusing and many
times they give conflicting guidelines. So I’d suggest that you
look at the main thread that runs throughout all religions and
that is the principle of love.
The Universal Law of Love, is the prime law that governs the
universe. By giving your love to individuals, animals and the
Earth, you have the ability to transmute all negative things
into positive. Love is God in manifestation and the strongest
magnetic force in the universe.
Do unto others as you would have them do unto you. Unselfish
love and goodwill towards others is the key to all things. By
applying unconditional love to people and to all situations you
will manifest a dramatic change in the reactions of others and
in your life too.
If twenty five percent of the population would apply this
Universal Law of Unconditional Love; the world would transform
in an instant.

Dear Whitedove,

I’ve heard you say that the Ego is not our friend although I’m
not sure how this applies unless someone is an egomaniac?

Teacher from Tunisia
Dear Teacher,

The Ego is the conscious mind that passes judgment, weighs
information, and makes decisions based on appearances or
the intellect which is your body of knowledge. As science has
proven Earthly wisdom is ever evolving and new discoveries
make previous teachings obsolete or completely wrong. Yet the
intuitive self is wiser because this information comes from a
higher source.

A friend of Albert Einstein relayed this to me. He said, “You
are like Einstein, Albert would also say “the information just
comes to me.” Which proves that Einstein, was always gleaning
new information, and today we are still discovering that his
“theories” are being proven to be true.

...continued on page 27...
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GEM
Spot

Margaret Ann Lembo is published by both Llewellyn Worldwide
and Findhorn Press and the author of many books including Chakra
Awakening; The Essential Guide to Crystals, Minerals and Stones; The
Angels & Gemstone Guardians Cards. Three new titles coming in March
2016. She is an aromatherapist, and the owner of The Crystal Garden
- a book store, gift store, and spiritual center in SE Florida. Gem Spot
excerpted from The Essential Guide to Crystals, Minerals and Stones
www.TheCrystalGarden.com www.MargaretAnnLembo.com

Carnelian for Creativity
Are you involved in a creative project or thinking about starting one?

In many ways, we are always about to create something. It might be a delicious meal. Or perhaps
you want to rearrange your living room or your desk. Perhaps you are ready to take a photography
course or learn how to do calligraphy. You are always fertile with good ideas. Sometimes it is
a matter of pausing long enough to allow the inspiration come through. And once it does, grab
a piece of carnelian to help you make it come into reality. Carnelian carries the vibration of
creativity to help you give birth to new projects. This stone acts as a catalyst to put things in
motion so that they can come to fruition. The orange color is warmth and vibrant to activate the
motivation and courage to bring it into manifest reality.
Use carnelian to mentally integrate the true meaning of active courage. Active courage is the ability to take a close look at
yourself and move forward to create a positive future. It might mean you will need to move out of your current level of comfort
– the zone of ease – and allow growth and change to occur to reach new heights and new levels. Whether you use carnelian in
business for growth in your career or in your family life to engage the courage to give conceive and give birth to a child to grow
your family, carnelian becomes an ally for your creative spirit. Use carnelian improving visualization skills because it always helps
to manifest when you can see your creative venture in your mind’s eye first and then take the action to make it unfold.
Use this affirmation with carnelian in hand: I am fertile in body, mind, and spirit. Creativity flows through me in a myriad
of ways. I am courageous and bravely bring my ideas into actuality. My imagination is the key to my success. I envision my
future and joyfully participate as it unfolds.

Chakra Awakening Angel Wing
Pendants and Earrings
TM

Attract more angels and align your chakras with
these 925 Sterling Silver pendants and earrings.

Heart Chakra
Spray
Inset stones are: Amethyst, Iolite, Blue Topaz, Green
Onyx, Yellow Citrine, Orange Citrine and Garnet
Large pendant measures approx. 1 7/16" x 1"
Small pendant measures approx. 1" x 11/16"
Each earring measures approx. 1" x 11/16"

Spray this synergy
blend to activate
the fourth chakra.
Create a bridge of
Love and
Well-Being.

Bliss Mist

Raises your
spirits on
all levels —
mentally,
physically,
spiritually and
emotionally.

Rose Water
Spray

Use for love, joy,
and rejuvenation.
Aids in fertility,
emotional
balance, romance,
and love.

2610 N. Federal Highway, Boynton Beach, FL 33435 • 1-877-444-5099 • www.TheCrystalGarden.com
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our
classifiedS
Your listing here for $2.00 per word.
Email your listing with payment by 10th of
the month before to
HorizonsMagazine@aol.com

On-Going Psychic/Medium

Spiritual Development

Classes

www.ifsk.org for locations, times

dependablepc@earthlink.net

To Promote the Religion,
Science, and Philosophy
of Spiritualism

Melbourne
Tuesday, February 2nd
7:00 – 9:30 PM
Tallahassee
Thursday, Feb 4th
7:00 – 9:30 PM
Tallahassee
Friday, Feb 5th
11:30AM-1:30 PM

_______________________________________________________

HEAL YOUR LIFE WORKSHOP LEADER TRAINING.
Become a licensed Heal Your Life teacher in the
philosophy of Louise Hay. Manuals and materials to lead
up to 14 different workshops. Our training is licensed by
Hay House, Inc and approved by Louise Hay.
www.healyourlifetraining.com
___________________________________________
Dr. Bev, Oracle, Dream Interpretation,
Empathic Counsel, Joyologist, Ordained. Kissimmee,
St. Cloud FL area 407-957-4044
_______________________________________________
Join Facebook group “Brevard County
Yoga” to find yoga classes all over the county.

IFSK Director
Marilyn Jenquin

Gainesville Saturday, Feb 6th
2:00-4:30 PM

Private
Readings

Orlando Monday, Feb 15th
7:00-9:30 PM

BY APPOINTMENT

Jacksonville
Wednesday, Feb 24th
7-9:30 PM
Thursday, Feb 25th
1-2:30pm and 7-9:30 PM

407-673-9776

www.ifsk.org

______________________________________________________

Rayananda & the Wandering Sadhus CD
kirtan and chanting, is available at
www.Rayananda.com - CD or Mp3 Audio Download
________________________________________________
HYPNOSIS Reprogram the inner mind
by bringing forth your higher wisdom through gentle
hypnosis http://hypnosis-works.net Free mp3 file!
_________________________________________________
Look for a new career Everglades
University 1-855-723-9087 Online Division
www.Evergladesuniveristy.edu
_________________________________________________
entertain new possibilities
Keiser University 877-513-5605 Earn a degree
www.KeiserUniversity.edu
_________________________________________________
Massage School. New career in 6 months.
Space Coast Health Institute Melbourne, FL
http://spacecoast.edu/
_________________________________________________
Where’s all the web traffic? In today’s online
commerce the fastest way to get targeted traffic to
your site is to find where your customers are and put
your offer in front of them. That’s where I can help.
Specializing in Facebook ads, YouTube, PPV, PPC Campaign Building. Free consultation on how to improve
your traffic stats. gary@spacecoastwebsites.com

OWL VISIONS
501 Florida Ave
Cocoa Village

321-292-9292

Gifts, jewelry, crystals,
books, tarot, divination
decks and tools, sage,
altar items, music,
readings, aromatherapy
Gemstone mala beads,
different stones and
stone sizes, Crystal
Journey candles, soy
tealights, spell candles,
new pendulums different
stones, pashmina shawls,
silk scarves, gold etched
Reiki wands

Open Wed - Sat
2:00pm until ?
Call First

Rev. Terri McNeely
Spiritual Advisor
Medium
Reiki Master

Ask about Mediumship classes

Email OwlVisions@aol.com
http://smile-village.com/OwlVisions/
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Calendar of Events

Call to confirm and learn of last minute changes 50c per word, due the 10th of the month before. Email
HorizonsMagazine@aol.com or call 321-722-2100 with credit card info. No calendar listings taken by phone.
Listings must include time and physical location. $10 extra for color or box around your listing
Tuesdays and Thursdays Noon to 1:00pm Prayer Service Unity Church of Melbourne 2401 N. Harbor City Blvd 32935 321-254-0313
(pg 4)
2d, 4th Thurs MELB/PALM BAY 7pm Wiccan-Pagan Outer Court Classes Church of Iron Oak email scribe@ironoak.org 321-722-0291
Thursdays, 7-8:30pm The Artist’s Way with Fred Goodnight at Unity of Melbourne 2401 N. Harbor City Blvd 32935
Sundays PALM BAY Spiritual Lecture Series 9am Yoga Shakti Mission 3895 Hield Rd Palm Bay 321-725-4024 www.yogashakti.org
Sundays, FT MYERS 9:15 am and 11am services at Unity of Fort Myers, Rev. Jim Rosemergy. www.unityoffortmyers.org
Sundays MELBOURNE 10am Service Unity Church of Melbourne 2401 N. Harbor City Blvd Melbourne 32935 321-254-0313 (pg 4)
Sundays MELBOURNE 10am Spiritualist Chapel of Melbourne 1924 Melody Lane behind Melbourne Auditorium 321-266-2117
Sunday MELBOURNE 10am Dharma Talk by Al Rapaport at Open Mind Zen 878 Sarno Rd Melbourne 321-427-3511 openmindzen.com
Sundays ORLANDO 10am Meditation 10:30am Service Center for Spiritual Living, 709 Edgewater Dr 407-601-1169
Sundays COCOA VILLAGE 10am Center for Spiritual Living Space Coast 602 Brevard Avenue 321.474.2030 www.cslspacecoast.org
Sundays 10:30am new smyrna Community Unitarian Universalist Church at 1108 N. Dixie Highway (US 1) Visit dbcuuc.org
Sundays MELBOURNE Metaphysicians’ Circle held at 5120 Sutton Avenue Melbourne, FL 32904 7-8:45pm $3 321-474-7348
Every Other 1st Sunday MELBOURNE March 6, May 1st, July 3rd, Sept 4th, November 6th. Metaphysicians’ Circle presents their
Psychic Fair 5120 Sutton Avenue Melbourne, FL 32904 7:00 to 9:00pm $3 admission $10 for 15 minute readings 321-474-7348
Join Facebook group “Brevard County Yoga” to find yoga classes all over the county.
See Unity Churches in Florida listings by city name on page 25 and call for locations, Sunday service times and class schedules

ANGELS
UNVEILED
Find out more about
Angels Unveiled on
and

Airs Feb 4th and 18th from 8-9pm EST
Listen to receive insight from Angels
on Google TV & YouTube. Hosts: Morgana Starr
& Daena Croghan talk with their angels, Anael &
Azrael, about spiritual principles, such as life after
death, mediumship, psychic protection and more!

Daena Croghan
FREE to watch and register for FREE Readings Morgana Starr

www.MorganaStarr.com • www.SpiritandPsychicReadings.com
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NOTES

from the
Universe
An international tax accountant turned entrepreneur turned writer
for “the Universe,” and one of the teachers for The Secret, Mike
Dooley has found his calling. Mike runs TUT’s Adventurers Club
and travels internationally, speaking to thousands on life, dreams,
happiness. Visit tut.com

When you get there, wherever “there” is for you,
probably nothing else will matter more than
wanting to help others achieve as you have.
Who will you first reach out to? What will you do or
say? How will you conduct yourself in public? How
will you show them what you see?

www.drwaynedyer.com

Better start practicing,
The Universe

High Springs Emporium
North Central Florida’s ONLY Rock Shop

Valentine’s Day Celebration
Saturday Feb. 13 11am-6pm
• Chocolate and Mimosas
• Crystal Heart for Everyone
• 30% off all Jewelry
• 20% off all Stone Hearts
February 7 thru 14th
Melissa Harris
visionary artist
is offering Spirit Essence
Portraits Feb. 12-14.
Call for info.

The most unusual store in town
Rocks, Crystals, Gifts, Jewelry
Love Is in the Earth!
Treat your Valentine to a treasure
from the High Springs Emporium.

New inventory from the Tucson Gem
and Mineral Show - be the first to
make your selection.

OPEN Mon-Sat 11 am-6 pm and Sunday noon-5 pm
660 N.W. Santa Fe Blvd • High Springs, FL 32643

386-454-8657

http://highspringsemporium.net
Horizons Magazine by subscription $24/12 issues
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Skills to Create a
Wonderful 2016

Patricia J. Crane, Ph.D., is the author of Ordering from the Cosmic Kitchen: The Essential Guide to
Powerful, Nourishing Affirmations. She studied personally with Louise Hay and has been sharing her
work for 25 years. Patricia developed the Heal Your Life® teacher training in 1995 and now co-leads it
with husband Rick Nichols. This training is licensed by Hay House, Inc. and approved by Louise Hay. For info, go to
www.healyourlifetraining.com or call 800-969-4584.

The beginning of the year always feels so
exciting and full of possibilities! But after a few

Starting with behavior change is trying to CONTROL a behavior
instead of allowing it to shift easily, and this is one reason why
it seems difficult to change habits. So I would encourage you to
start on the inside this year instead of behavior change. Develop
the five keys below to create success in every area of your life.

Most people start resolve some behavior change at the beginning
of the year: quitting smoking, exercising more, losing weight,
etc. And we all know that behavior change doesn’t often last
long. (Although a study I saw recently said that almost 50% kept
up the change for 3 months, not too bad…. But by the end of
the year, just in time for the new year, it was down to less than
10%.)

First: Resolve to love and appreciate yourself. When you start on
the INSIDE it’s so much easier for the behavior to change on the
outside. This is the foundation for Louise Hay’s work, loving and
approving of yourself. How do you actually do that? A first step is
to STOP criticizing yourself. Criticism of yourself actually hinders
change because you feel guilty for not changing and your selfesteem goes even lower. Instead, create positive affirmations
such as: “I am doing the best I can. I love and appreciate myself
right now. I am guided in the best ways forward to let go of the
past and become healthier and happier.”

weeks, the energy of possibilities often begins to fade. Here
are some some simple mind-body-spirit techniques to keep the
energy going and create a wonderful 2016 all year long!

Second: Another technique pioneered by Louise is mirror worklooking in your own eyes and saying to yourself “I love and
approve of myself.” Take 30 seconds every day to do this. At
first it may be challenging, but it does get easier. You can even
start by saying “I am willing to love and approve of myself. I am
willing to let go of the past and find new ways to embrace Life.”
Third: Stay in touch with your body. Tune into your body, notice
where you feel tension, take some deep breaths, and let the
tension go. Pay attention to symptoms you have because your
body is giving you a message. Louise’s book, Heal Your Body,
is an excellent source for ideas on what different symptoms and
diseases may mean. It’s been about 80% accurate for me.

April 16 - 23, 2016 San Diego, CA

Fourth: Learn to meditate. It relaxes your mind and your body
and gets you in touch with your spiritual source. Meditation
is simply a process of focusing attention on your breathing or
a mantra. You can simply think “I am as you breathe in, and
relaxed” as you breathe out. You could use “I am at peace” or
“I am centered”, anything that fits for you.
Fifth: Create affirmations for the life you want and write them
or say them with enthusiasm every day. Affirmations retrain your
mind to think differently, and the new ideas begin to attract the
life you really want. Here’s one you can use for this year: “I
welcome 2016 with open arms, knowing that more and more
good flows to me every day!”
Finally: practice gratitude everyday. Make it a habit to wake
up with thoughts of gratitude. Not only will you set the tone for
your day, all of the suggestions above will be easier.
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What If Love Didn’t
Have to Be So Hard?
...from page 11...
It turns out that I was making love really hard. I had been
carrying around a whole lot of baggage about what it meant to
be with someone and what a relationship was supposed to look
like. Even in all my wildness I had a pretty tame idea of what a
relationship was really supposed to be.
From those pesky inner critics who had been setting me up to
fail from relationship to relationship to the rules that I was
carrying around (inherited from my parents and other well
meaning people), I really had been set up to be a relationship
disaster. So I set out on a covert love operation to find the love
that I was hoping was possible for me. From love mentors to
support groups, I set out on an adventure that would eventually
lead me to something more than I had dreamed possible.
You Can Have More Love More Often
Most people knew me from my National Bestseller Succulent
Wild Woman where I shared the story of marrying myself
because I knew and promised that I would never leave me. And
I still stand by that work. But when I dove in deep with John
in a relationship that married our souls, I knew that I could be
wild and free while still being deeply connected to my beloved.
We call this kind of relationship we have created a Succulent
Wild Love! We not only married our souls, we also married our
work, so we could share the powerful habits we use in our own
relationship to help others experience more love more often.

If you want to get create more love for yourself, here
are four things you can start with right this minute:
• Realize no one can complete you. If you want a relationship
that feeds your soul, inspires and delights you and invites you
to grow - you have to allow both of you to create something
bigger than you can alone.
• Listen deeply to your own inner wise self. You know more
that you think. In fact, you have a very wise internal guidance
system that supports you to know what you really want.
Sometimes we ignore this system to listen to our head - pick
what looks good on paper, do what other people think we
should. But you know what you really want. Follow that voice!
• Know that inside every conflict is a joyful solution. Every
relationship will have fights and disagreements. That’s just
part of being human. But when you understand there doesn’t
have to be a winner and a loser, one who gets what they want
and another who compromises, you can experience conflicts
very differently, that result in deeper connection and joyful
solutions.
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Suggested
Reading
Abraham-Hicks books
The Millionaire Course by Marc Allen
Expect the Unexpected by Bill Philipps
The Book of SHE by Sara Avant Stover
Spiritual Partnership by Gary Zukav
Be Love Now, The Path of the Heart by Ram Dass
Question Your Thinking, Change the World by Byron Katie
How to Hear Your Angels by Doreen Virtue, Ph.D
Healing Words from the Angels Doreen Virtue, Ph.D.
The Age of Miracles by Marianne Williamson
OMG How Children See God by Monica Parker
Sidewalk Oracles: Playing with Symbols by Robert Moss
Kindling the Native Spirit by Denise Linn
Ordering from the Cosmic Kitchen by Patricia J. Crane, PhD
Succulent Wild Love by SARK and Dr. John Waddell
Short Path to Change:30 Ways to Transform Your Life Jenny Mannion

• See the perfection of your beloved. Sure you’ll do things
to annoy each other. Sure you’ll drive each other crazy
on occasion. But when you understand that just about
everything that drives you crazy is coming out of your own
fears you can begin to see your partner as perfect just as
they are. It’s not that you don’t have preferences- you do.
But those preferences don’t need to result in your feeling
and experiencing less love.
More Love Is Available For You
With over 25 years of teaching, there is one thing that I
know for certain. There is more love available for every
single person I have ever met than they realize. If you
could begin to fathom all the love that this world holds for
you it would break your heart open with joy and delight.
So no matter where you have come from, no matter where
you are going, no matter what you look like or who your
friends are, I want you to remember that there is more
love available to you right now. You are beautiful. You are
worthy. And you are lovable.
Based on the book Succulent Wild Love ©2015 by SARK and Dr.
John Waddell. Printed with permission of New World Library.
www.newworldlibrary.com
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Alphabetically By County

Place your ad here for just $5 per line. 20 characters per heading, 44 characters per line
Payment due 10th of the month before • Email and Paypal to HorizonsMagazine@aol.com

Our Phone Directory...

alachua County
(352) gainesville
(386) high Springs

A Rock shop & more

High Springs Emporium
386-454-8657
660 NW Santa Fe Blvd (441) Gemstone Jewelry

BOOKS & GIFTS

AQUARIAN DREAMS AIA Indialantic

HEALTH FOODS

729-9495

BookAndBeadOutlet.com 950 N. Courtenay
Pkwy Merritt Island 321.453.2665 50% off bks
CREATIVE ENERGY
952-6789
Crystals, Jewelry, Drums, Singing Bowls, Books
More! 835 E. New Haven Ave downton Melb
ENCHANTED SPIRIT 320 N. AIA CB

BOOKS & GIFTS

784-2213

Wild Iris www.wildirisbooks.com 352- 375-7477 OWL VISIONS Rev. Terri McNeely 292-9292
501 Florida Ave Cocoa Village 2-6pm call 1st

CHURCHES

UNITY OF GAINESVILLE
352-373-1030
8801 NW 39th Ave 32606 www.unitygainesville.org

HEALTH FOODS
EARTH ORIGINS Market
EARTH ORIGINS Market

352-331-5224
352-372-1741

Brevard (321)

BUDDHIST TEMPLE

Wat Punyawanaram	
321-255-1465
4490 Aurora Road Melbourne www.watpun.org

ACUPUNCTURE AND
LASER LIGHT THERAPY

631-1444
254-8688
724-2383
777-4677
784-0930
269-4848

HERBS, OILS & GIFTS

HERB CORNER 277 N. Babcock Melb 757-7522
Mama Jo’s Sunshine Herbals
1300 Pine Tree Dr. IHB
321-779-4647

Home Birth Services
Pam Peach L.M.

www.Birthingpath.com

MASSAGE THERAPY

THE BALD STRAWBERRY
321-458-5529
1248 Sarno Rd 32935 thebaldstrawberry.com

Eileen A Jacobs, L.M.T. 321-773-0409
Reiki Master/Teacher • MM9571 • MA 8698

ChiROPRACTIC

NATURAL PET SUPPLIES

DOCKSIDE CHIROPRACTIC
321-775-3734
Dr. Kevin Poulston BS,DC 1300 Pinetree Drive
ACCOUNTING BY CATHI BRENNAN 321-266-1660 Suite #7 IHB 32937 docksidechiropractic.com

SUSAN HATHAWAY, Ph.D., AP
321-723-3017
2105 Palm Bay Rd NE Suite #2 in Palm Bay

APPLESEED 1007 Pathfinder Rckldge
NATURE’S MARKET & CAFÉ
ORGANIC FOOD CTR Indialantic
PINETREE HEALTH
SUNSEED CO*OP Cape Can AIA
SUNSHINE HEALTH FOODS Titusville

CAFE GLUTEN FREE

BOOKKEEPING

ACUPUNCTURE

321-750-3375

VICKI M. MERRICK, DC
321-952-7004
2060 Palm Bay Rd NE #2, Palm Bay, Fl 32905

NATURAL PET SPECIALTY SHOP 321-259-3005

PSYCHIC READERS

ANDREA de MICHAELIS
321-750-3375
Clairvoyant, honest, accurate, illuminating
JORIE EBERLE
321-638-0367
Spiritual Teacher, Reader, Advisor, Classes

CHURCHES

CENTER FOR SPIRITUAL LIVING SPACE COAST
A Science of Mind Church Cocoa Vlg 474.2030

Ellen Doreen Psychic/Medium 321-298-1624
www.ellendoreen.com
MC/Visa/AmEx/Disc

David Rindge, LAc, DOM, RN
321-751-7001 THE NEW WAY www.TheNewWay.us 458-7956
REV. KATHRYN FLANAGAN
321-458-7956
1601 Airport Blvd, Suite 1 Melbourne, FL 32901
Spiritual Advisor * Teacher* Tarot
CooperativeMedicine.com HealingLightSeminars.com Spiritualist Chapel of Melbourne 728-4738
Reiki * Weddings* Public Notary

Aromatherapy, 0ils

HERB CORNER 277 N. Babcock Melb 757-7522

Astrologer
Leslie Marlar
VLMarlar@aol.com

779-0604
www.lesliemarlar.com

AStrologY REPORTS
ANDREA de MICHAELIS
$22
3 month Future Prediction Reports
Email horizonsmagazine@aol.com

AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR

mellor’s automotive
321-956-1997
Visit www.mellorsautomotive.com

UU Church OF BREVARD www.uubrevard.us
Unity OF Melbourne 10am Sundays 254-0313
2401 N. Harbor City Blvd Melbourne 32935
www.unityofmelbourne.com

Rev. Terri McNeely
321-292-9292
Spiritual Advisor/Medium. Classes in
Mediumship at Owl Visions Cocoa Village. Also
crystals, jewelry, essential oils and blends.

Unity of Merritt Island
452-2625
4725 N Courtenay 32953unitymerrittisland.org

MORGANA STARR
321-506-1143
Psychic-Medium, Classes. Private or group

UNITY CHURCH ON THE SPACE COAST
2000 South St in Titusville
383-0195

Please email feedback about readers to
horizonsmagazine@aol.com

crystals, gems rocks
YOUR CRYSTAL SHOP
321-615-8927
www.yourcrystalshop.com
Cultural gifts
2137 N. Courtenay Pkwy Merritt Is, FL 32953
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Spiritual Development
ANDREA de MICHAELIS
321-722-2100
Working thru it horizonsmagazine@aol.com

Visit www.horizonsmagazine.com

WEBSITE MARKETING
GARY LEGGETT
www.spacecoastwebsites.com

321-544-5440

YOGA

Sundari Yoga Studio
321-613-5999
46 North Brevard Ave Cocoa Beach, FL
http://sundariyogastudio.com/
The Yoga Space
321-223-4285
1103 W Hibiscus Blvd, West Melbourne 32904
THEE HOUSE OF YOGA Classes 321-726-9642
412 5th Ave, Indialantic, FL 32903

YOGA, MEDITATION
Classes, RETREATS

YOGA SHAKTI MISSION
321-725-4024
Books available by Ma Yoga Shakti
3895 Hield Rd in Palm Bay
(see page 31)

236-0600
565-5655

Wild Oats Marketplace
2501 East Sunrise Blvd in Ft. Laud

566-9333

PSYCHIC READERS

Janice Scott-Reeder
954-698-6926
Tarotist and Astrologer, e/snail mail readings.
In person readings at the Cosmic Salamander
http://cosmicsalamander.com/

CHARLOTTE (941)
Health FOOD STORES
EARTH ORIGINAL MARKET

941-255-2179

COLLIER COUNTY
(239) NAPLES

BookS & Gifts

ZEN MEDITATION

OPEN MIND ZEN openmindzen.com 427-3511
Al Rapaport/Sensei•Breathwork•Zen Dialogue

BrOWARD (954)
FT. LAUDERDALE

BookS & Gifts

ANGEL HAVEN Las Olas Blvd Ft Laud 522-4720
Center for Human Development
5809 Hollywood Blvd. Hollywood, FL
954-989-6400 www.espcenter.com
Crystal Vision 3160 Stirling Rd

7220 Peters Road in Plantation
2000 N. Federal Hwy Ft. Laud

981-4992

SACRED SPACE

CHURCHES

UNITY OF NAPLES Books, gifts

239-390-2522

775-3009

HEALTH FOOD STORES

Earth Origins Market
239-434-7221
FOR GOODNESS’ SAKE
353-7778
FOOD & THOUGHT MKT CAFE
213-2222
NATURE’S GARDEN
643-4959
SUN SPLASH Market & Cafe
434-7721
Sunshine Discount Vitamin
941-598-5393

COLUMBIA COUNTY
(386) lake city

ESCAMBIA (850)
pENSACOLA
CHURCHES

Unity of Pensacola
850-438-2277
716 N. 9th Ave. www.unitypns.com

HiGHLANDS (863)
SEBRING

CHURCH, classes

Unity Life Enrichment Centre 863-471-1122
10417 S. Orange Blossom Blvd, Sebring 33875
http://www.unityofsebring.org

Hillsborough
(813) Tampa, LUTZ

BookS, Gifts, READINGS
Mystikal Scents 		

813-986-3212

GAIA SPIRITUAL DOORWAYS
813-943-3666
26300 Wesley Chapel Blvd, Lutz Florida 33559
http://www.gaiaspiritualdoorways.com/

Indian River (772)
Vero, Sebastian

ACUPUNCTURE

COMPLEMENTARY MEDICINE
772-766-4418
Acupunctureverobeach.com 772-770-6184

BOOKS & GIFTS

INSPIRED HEART Old Dixie Hwy 772-696-1910

spark of divine
772-257-6499
DIVINE LOVE INSTITUTE
954-920-0050
1789 Old Dixie Highway Vero Beach, FL 32960
Hollywood, FL www.divineloveinstitute.org
Gifts, Free Reiki Circle, Life Coaching, Akashic
Record Certification, Angel Workshops, MagniKeipsake Body Emporium
386-758-1666 UNITY OF VERO BEACH
772- 562-1133
fied Healing and IET Certification
182 S. Marion Ave. Lake City, FL 32025
950 43rd Ave 32960
www.unityofvero.org
Nature’s Emporium
755-2223

BookS, Gifts, APOTH

New Age Books & Things
771-0026
4401 N. Federal Hwy Fort Lauderdale

CHURCHES

Center for Spiritual Living
Unity Gateway Church
Unity Church of Hollywood

Health FOODS

Health Foods Plus	
3341 Hollywood Blvd in Hollywood
WHOLE FOODS MARKET
810 University Drive Coral Springs

duval (904)
Jacksonville

BOOKS & GIFTS
954-566-2868
954-938-5222
954-548-9320

989-3313

EARTH GIFTS www.earthgifts.com 389-3690
Spiritual Uplifts
3491 Pall Mall Dr Jax 32257

904-571-2586
spiritualuplifts.com

CHURCHES

Cosmic Church of Truth
753-8000

904-384-7268

Unity Church for Creative Living in Jax
www.unityinjax.com/
904-287-1505

RECONNECTIVE HEALING
www.healingenergybyted.com 904-613-7608
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CHURCHES
HYPNOSIS

http://HealthyReflectionsHypnotherapy.com

LAKE COUNTY

BOOKS & GIFTS

CRYSTAL CLOSET (407) 878-2700
121 N Highland St Mount Dora, FL
www.thecrystalcloset.com

LEE COUNTY (239)
FT. MYERS

BOOKS & GIFTS

So Mote it be
239-689-3728
2267 1st St in Fort Myers, Florida 33901

Visit www.horizonsmagazine.com
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the MYSTICAL MOON
239-939-3339
8890 Salrose Lane in Fort Myers 33912
www.themysticalmoon.com
THE MYSTICAL MOON
239-301-0655
8951 SE Bonita Beach Rd Bonita Springs 34135
the labyrinth
239-939-2769
12995 S. Cleveland Avenue #108

CHURCHES

Unity of Ft. Myers
www.unityoffortmyers.org

239-278-1511

Leon Cty (850)
Tallahassee

BOOKS & GIFTS

CRYSTAL CONNECTION
878-8500
1233 Apalachee Parkway in Tallahassee
STONE AGE Tallahassee Mall

383-0233

HEALTH FOOD STORES
HONEYTREE 1616 N. Monroe St
NEW LEAF MARKET

681-2000
942-2557

Marion County
(352) Ocala

BOOKS & GIFTS

Barefoot Zen 1703 NE 8th Rd 34470 207-0281
Soul Essentials Ocala
352-236-7000
Crystals, rocks, gems, unique gifts, healing gifts
805 SE Ft. King St
jensoul@embarqmail.com
Crow’s Crossroads Shoppe

CHURCHES

Unity of Ocala 101 Cedar Road

352-235-0558
352-687-2113

HEALTH FOOD STORES
EARTH ORIGINS MARKET

352-351-5224

Ocala Ghost Walks
www.ocalaghostwalks.com

352-690-7933

Martin County
(772) Stuart

HEALTH FOODS/CAFE
PEGGY’S 5839 SE Federal Hwy

SPIRITUAL CENTERS

286-1401

UNITY OF FORT PIERCE
461-2272
3414 Sunrise oneness@unityoffortpierce.com

Meditation CLASSES

Monroe (305)
Keys, key west

BRAHMA KUMARI MEDITATION CENTER
FREE Meditation Classes www.bkwsu.org
407-228-0026 Call 407-493-1931

HEALTHFOOD/Juice Bar
GOOD FOOD CONSPIRACY
305-872-3945
US 1, Mile Marker 30 on Big Pine Key
http://www.goodfoodconspiracy.com/

HELP YOURSELF FOODS
305-296-7766
829 Fleming Street in Key West, FL 33040
http://www.helpyourselffoods.com/

NEW AGE BOOKS, GIFTS
BLUE MOON TRADER

872-8864

Okaloosa (850)
Ft. Walton Bch

CHURCHES
UNITY CHURCH

FWB

864-1232

Hwy 98 Destin

GOLDEN ALMOND

FWB

Palm Beach (561)
BOOKS & GIFTS

Expedito Enlightenment Ctr 561-682-0955
CHANGING TIMES
640-0496
CRYSTAL CREATIONS
649-9909
Secret Garden
844-7556
SHINING THROUGH
276-8559
Dream Angels 		
561-745-9355
SPIRITUAL AWAKENINGS Lk Worth 561-642-3255
CRYSTAL GARDEN
369-2836
2610 N. Federal Hwy Boynton Beach

Coffee & gifts

HEALTH FOOD STORES
FEELIN’ GOOD!

NATURAL FOODS

Whole Foods Market
Winter Park
1989 Aloma Ave 407-673-8788
ORL Turkey Lake and Sand lake 407-355-7100

654-1005

863-5811

Mother Earth Coffee & Gifts 561-460-8647
410 2nd Avenue North in Lake Worth, FL 33460

CHURCH / CLASSES
UNITY OF THE PALM BEACHES

561-833-6483

HEALTH FOOD/CAFES

Orange County
(407) Orlando

Nutrition S’Mart
561-694-0644
4155 Northlake Blvd Palm Bch Gardens
www.nutritionsmart.com

APOTHECARY

Gypsy Apothecary Herb Shoppe 407-745-5805
3540 South Orange Ave, Orlando, Fl, 32806
www.herbsorlando.com/

HEALTH INSTITUTE

HIPPOCRATES Health
561-471-8876
http://hippocratesinstitute.org
WPB 33411

BOOKS & GIFTS

PaSCO CTY (727)

buddhist CENTER

SOUL SANCTUARY		
727-378-8593
7135 State Road 52 #302-303 Hudson, FL 34667
The Healing:Wed@7pm /Celebration: Sun7pm
http://soulsanctuary-cmc.com/

AVALON
Hillcrest St in Orlando 895-7439
CRYSTAL CLOSET Mount Dora
878-2700
SPIRAL CIRCLE 750 Thornton Orlando 894-9854

Vajrapani Kadampa Buddhist Center
813 Montana Street, Orlando, FL 32803
Meditation, Classes, Retreats 407-896-3998
www.meditationinorlando.org

CHURCHES

PINELLAS (727)
ST PETE, CLRWATER

Center for Mind Body Spirit Connection
A Religious Science Church
407-671-2848
www.mindbodyspiritone.com

Herbal consults

BOOKS & GIFTS

BOOKS & GIFTS
MYSTIC GODDESS
OTHER WORLDS

CHURCHES

Largo
St. Pete

530-9994
345-2800

Dawn’s Enchanted Garden
Live Oak School of Natural Healing
352-669-1963 and 407-967-6042
Dawn @ Dawnsenchantedgarden.com

UNITY OF CLEARWATER
People’s Spiritualist Ch
TEMPLE OF LIGHT

HERBS, GIFTS

Earth Origins Market St.Pete 727-347-5682
Earth Origins MkT Palm Harbor 352-786-1231

LEAVES & ROOTS
407- 823-8840
9476 E. Colonial Drive in Orlando
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727-531-5259
727-823-5506
727-538-9976

HEALTH FOOD STORES

Visit www.horizonsmagazine.com

ST LUCIE (772)

Books, gifts, events

psychic READERS
IN CASSADAGA, FL

The Owl Butterfly
772-242-8166
US-1, Port St Lucie 34952 theowlbutterfly.com Albert Bowes

Nellie Edwards

SPIRITUAL CENTERS

Crystal Center of Illumination 465-9327
Course In Miracles, TM, Tai Chi & Yoga

Sarasota (941)

BOOKS & GIFTS
ELYSIAN FIELDS

Midtown Plaza 941-361-3006

HEALTH FOOD STORES

Earth Origins Market Beneva Rd 941-365-3700
EARTH ORIGINS MARKET Stickney
924-4754

SEMINOLE (407)
SANFORD, lake mary

Church, BOOKS, GIFTS

Unity Church of Christianity
4801 Clarcona Ocoee Rd ORL

407-294-7171

GIFTS, CONSULATIONs
LunaSol Esoterica Sanford

321-363-4883

Spiritual Counsel

Psychic Medium Torre’
321-439-3073
Teacher, Healer
www.venusinvelvet.com
V

volusia (386)

DAYTONA, NEW SMYRNA

books and gifts
CASSADAGA Camp Bookstore

228-2880

CHURCHES

CASSADAGA SPIRITUALIST CHURCH 386-228-3171
1250 Stevens Street, Cassadaga, FL
Community Unitarian Universalist Church
Sundays at 10:30 am
www.dbcuuc.org
UNITY COMMUNITY CHURCH NSB 386-481-0890

CRYSTALS AND GEMS

Timeless Treasures
386 252-3733
Daytona Flea Market • Corner Shops CS 75&76

psychicS GEMS rocks
PURPLE ROSE in Cassadaga

386-228-3315

386-228-3209

Morgana Starr
Featured on Google TV,
Angels Unveiled®

386-228-0168

Traci Dicaprio
386-337-0536
Psychic Medium
Also booking parties
Email Sororfla@yahoo.com

Psychic
Medium

DEBRA JORDAN
904-563-2205
Cassadaga Medium Email ruth_116@bellsouth.net
Rev. Dr. JAMES THOMAS
386-451-7214
Cassadaga Medium, Healer IAM1981@aol.com

The
Angel
Communicator ®

UNITY CHURCHES IN FLA
Bonita Springs 		
Bradenton 		
Brandon 			
Clearwater 		
UnityNow 		
Daytona Beach 		
Delray Beach 		
Dunedin
		
Fort Myers 		
Fort Pierce 		
Gainesville 		
Gulf Breeze 		
Hollywood 		
Jacksonville		
Jacksonville		
Lakeland 		
Lecanto
		
Leesburg
		
Melbourne
		
Mount Dora
		
Naples
			
New Smyrna Beach 		
Northport/Pt Charlotte
Ocala
		
Orlando 			
Orlando			
Oviedo 			
Palm Harbor 		
Pensacola
		
Plant City
		
Poinciana
		
Port Richey 		
Port St. Lucie 		
St. Petersburg 		
St. Petersburgn 		
St. Petersburg 		
Sarasota
		
Sebring
		
Sun City
		
Tampa
		
Tampa 			
Tampa 			
Titusville 			
Venice 			
Vero Beach 		
West Palm Beach 		
West Palm Beach 		
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239-941-3100
941-758-6489
813-727-4431
727-531-0992
727-524-0600
386-253-4201
561-276-5796
727-734-0635
239-278-1511
772-461-2272
352-373-1030
850-932-3076
954-922-5521
904-287-1505
904-355-5100
863-646-5314
352-746-1270
352-787-0834
321-254-0313
352-483-5683
239-775-3009
386-481-0890
941-423-8171
352-687-2113
407-294-7171
407-852-3940
321-206-5148
727-784-7911
850-438-2277
813-659-2624
863-427-4276
727-848-7702
772-878-9819
727-344-1515
727-898-2457
727-527-2222
727-848-7702
863-471-1122
813-298-7745
727-531-1836
813-870-0731
813-882-0440
321-383-0195
941-484-5342
772-562-1133
561-721-1267
561-833-6483

Feb. 11th & 25th at 7pm
Psychic Development Classes
Feb 17th, 24th, 31st • 7-9pm
Money Miracles 3 Week Series,
Manifesting, Financial Prosperity
in 2016 with Morgana
and Maggie Schlesinger

coming APRIL 21-24

Melchizedek Method of Healing
with the Angels, Sacred Geometry
and Merkaba, New Millennium
Angelic Work.
New students welcome!

Angel
Pendants

now available
for $45
Exclusively
sold at
MorganaStarr.com

Readings on PHONE
or in Person
Visit www.MorganaStarr.com

321-506-1143

Visit www.horizonsmagazine.com
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cover art

Alan Cohen

Daena Deva
by Andrea de Michaelis

I’ve published Horizons Magazine since 1992.
I use painting as one medium for my spiritual path. When I
feel led to paint a person, I take them as a guide who’s come
to give me a message. I’m often inspired to art by friends’
pics. This month I was inspired by galpal Daena Croghan. I
often depict symbols in the palms, adorning the hand chakras.
It is in the palm since it is being offered to the viewer.
On her left hand is a spiral, an ancient symbol of healing.
The spiral depicts the natural rhythm of life, and the healing
power that is constantly radiated from the cosmos around
us. I’ve painted shakti sparks outside the aura encircling her
hands, showing they are energized and powerful.
On her right hand is a circle within a circle. The circle is an
unbroken line which has no beginning and no end, representing completeness, a symbol of Divinity. Circles are protective.
Standing within a circle shields from supernatural influences
outside the circle. The 12 smaller circles within the larger
represents the taking of the 12 astrological signs into the
cicle, for the 12 months of the calendar year. So her hands
are projecting healing to all persons for all time.
She’s wearing Moonstone. Moonstone is the bringer of calm,
peace and balance. A stone for “new beginnings,” moonstone
is a stone of inner growth and strength. Moonstone enhances
intuition, promotes inspiration, success and good fortune in
love and business matters. http://horizonsmagazine.com
Andrea’s blog -- http://horizonsmagazine.com/blog/

Spirit and Psychic Readings

Daena Croghan

330-472-9716

Phone, Skype, In Person $55 1/2 hr • $100 1 hr
Group Sessions $25 per person/ 5 minimum
Email Readings $20 per Question

...from page 14...

My Jewish mother was not exactly pleased as punch
to ride with Jesus as co-pilot. When I picked her up to
take her shopping, she made fun of the photo. “Were
you cold out here last night, Jesus?” she mockingly
asked the image, tapping it with her forefinger. “Would
you like me to knit you a sweater?”
So out of respect for my mother (especially since
she had paid for the car), I removed the photo from
the dashboard and placed it in the glove box. The next
time my mother sat in the car, she said nothing but she
seemed happier, so I figured Jesus was secretly smiling
under the dashboard.
A few weeks later when I went to visit my mother at
her house, I saw something I had never seen before in
my home or in any Jewish home. On the dining room
table, propped up against a napkin holder, was a small
picture of the Catholic Saint Veronica.
Astonished, I asked, “Mom, where do you get this?”
“I saw it at a garage sale,” she answered nonchalantly. “I thought you would like it.”
I was speechless. In order for my mother to get me
that picture, she had to rise above her lifetime belief
system and values as a Jew and a Jewish mother. In
that moment I realized that unconditional love goes far
beyond words. It is an energy we radiate, a principle
we live.
Love is not about control, but connection. Not
about demanding, but allowing. Not about getting, but
overflowing and supporting. As we release fear-based
models of love, we open to the gift we were born to
receive by giving it.
February is Valentine’s month, when we celebrate
great love. If you are searching for love, it may be
closer than you think. Kabir said, “I laugh when I hear
that the fish in the water is thirsty.” The love of your
life might be right where you stand. Even if you are not
with your ideal lover, you have friends and family who
love you deeply. If you are with a partner who does
not appear to be “The One,” there might be more love
available in that relationship than you know. Appreciate
and celebrate what you have before asking for more.
The gifts that you have been seeking have been laid at
your door. When you find beauty and wonder in those
around you, you open the door to find it in yourself.
Let this month be the one in which you find true love,
by discovering the happiness you seek right where you
stand.

www.SpiritAndPsychicReadings.com
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NEGATIVE
SELF-TALK

We Help People Get Well
And Stay Well!

...from page 13...

Our goal: rapid, effective,
affordable treatment
• Acupuncture

That being said, it is important that as you notice these
statements, you are kind to yourself and give yourself a pat
on the back for even noticing—even when you notice after
the fact. It is a step and each step is to be celebrated.
It’s just as if you had experienced what you considered a
misstep, you would be sure to focus your attention on it.

• Laser Needle
Acupuncture
• Laser Therapy
• Pulsed Electromagnetic
Field Therapy (PEMF)

The great news? Even if it is a forty-year-old pattern, it will
not take forty years to break it; in fact, it will not even
take one year. When you focus your energy and attention on
noticing, being present, and recognizing, you’ll be amazed
at how quickly you can change some of these patterns and
messages.

David Rindge,
LAc, DOM, RN
We specialize in modern, cutting edge therapies
shown to heal a broad range of health conditions
because of the science supporting them and because
of the clinical results and lack of problems we have
seen over many years.

An example is anything you have been critical of and have
spoken of negatively to yourself. Perhaps you have told
yourself you are not smart enough, good looking enough, or
the right weight. Maybe you have replayed conversations in
your head and been judgmental about yourself and have told
yourself that you wished you wouldn’t have said or done this
or that.

Pain
Sports Medicine
Urology / Prostate
Digestive Disorders
Hair Loss – Alopecia
Respiratory Disorders
Cardiovascular Disease
Neuropathy / Nerve Pain
Bone Healing – Osteoporosis
Female / Gynecology / Fertility
Skin -- Acne, Dermatitis, Psoriasis
Hearing Loss, Meniere’s, Tinnitus
CNS Disorders – MS, Parkinson’s, Spinal Cord Injury

When you insult yourself, you look at the past and what you
have been up until this point, and judge. You negate the true
you who is your soul and is love. You are not kind to yourself
and in doing so, do not attract others to be kind to you. You
limit yourself, increase negativity, and make it challenging
to be in a positive state. You make yourself a victim of your
own mind.
Self-love is an important concept and a state we are not
used to acknowledging. We are taught to treat others as we
want to be treated; unfortunately, we are not taught to treat
ourselves as we would want to be treated. It begins with us
and how we see and communicate to ourselves. Noticing is
the first and most important step.
I had a challenging time when I began listening to my negative
self-talk. I could not believe how hard I was on myself. It
started to make a lot of sense as to why I felt weak, limited,
and a victim of life. Remember, this is a step to empower you.
In noticing, you can begin to take action
and make some changes that will instantly
have you feeling better and more aligned
with your soul.
Excerpt from A Short Path to Change: 30 Ways
to Transform Your Life by Jenny Mannion © 2016
by Jenny Mannion. Used by permission from
Llewellyn Worldwide, Ltd. www.Llewellyn.com

If you have been told you will just have to live
with pain or that your health or that a specific
condition cannot be improved, think again!

David Rindge, LAc, DOM, RN
Center for Cooperative Medicine
Healing Light Seminars
1601 Airport Blvd, Suite 1
Melbourne, FL 32901

321-751-7001

www.CooperativeMedicine.com
www.HealingLightSeminars.com
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This month’s thoughts
about things...
“I want to look back on my life and be giddy
with joy that I was the one who got to live it.”

last 10 years due to, I’m sure, basically lack of proper form and
overworking certain muscles. I’m a yogi, I’m not used to aerobic
or weight training but I’m learning. All injuries are now healed
so I’ll be more careful in 2016.

A steady rain began about 30 minutes later, so I packed up and
moved north until the sun was out and found another beach.
I’m always surprised by how few people are at our beaches and
... from page 7 ...
today was no different, at least that early. I settled in to a new
spot, I was the only one as far as I could see. I meditated. I
contemplated the past year. I stretched and breathed in the
I over strained my hands/arms by over-use and over-scrolling. ocean air. I watched seagulls and sand crabs and pelicans and
Giving them both a rest at the same time is a trip! I’ve been us- clouds and waves.
ing the time for yoga, meditation, visualization, binge watching
The Girls on HBO. A gal’s gotta do what a gal’s gotta do.
I pondered the past year and felt it’d been satisfying and productive. I pondered what, if anything, I might want to do next
One weekday I scheduled an adventure day, made more so by the year. I realized I didn’t have many specifics. I want to wake up
unexpected rain. I seldom set out to spend a day at the beach each day eager to get into fun happenings. I want to connect
but that was the day’s plan. Growing up in Florida, my beach with friends and share love and ideas and good times. I want
gear typically stays in the car: blanket, towels, swim shoes, dollars to flow in whether I work for them or not. I want harmosunscreen, insect repellent, water. I added my beach chair and nious relationships. I want good health.
umbrella, small ice chest, tarot cards and Kindle Paperwhite. I
made sure my phone was fully charged. I dressed in light colors And I know how to get all these things. I know if I want to have
for privacy, so I’d blend in. If I’m going to be incognito at the a happy healthy life, then it’s up to me to look for that and
beach, I wear light colors rather than my traditional Johnny encourage that. If I want to be involved with happy people doCash black. Swap out my black hat for a natural straw one and ing fun projects, I need to find those people and look for those
I’m totally beige. I typically sit high on the dunes amidst the projects.
sea oats for privacy and less sea spray, but if I use the umbrella,
I stick it in the sand nearer the shore. I keep the car prepared I may think I have to look outside my own little realm to find
with everything, so if I want to run to the beach on a whim, I’ve happy people doing fun things. I may think the folks around
got all my comforts with me. I drove south on US 1 just as the me are pretty stupid or low consciousness or negative energy.
sun was breaking through.
If that’s so, then my job is to learn what it is in each individual that triggers me and why, to discover what they are here
My passenger window was foggy with dried salt spray from the to teach me. Once I learn those lessons, only then will I see
day before, so I thought I’d manifest a sprinkler to drive past to there are happy people doing fun things around me right now. I
clean it. “There might be one up ahead,” I’d tell myself, just a couldn’t see them before I learned that lesson. Now, my world
little focus to attract it if it was to be. No sprinklers. But soon, has expanded as my perception expanded.
a drop of rain. Then another. Then a downpour out of nowhere.
I knew it wouldn’t last long, maybe 5 minutes, and that’s about If I want dollars to flow in, I am the one who has to do what it
how long it lasted. A beautiful rainbow appeared to the north of takes to set that in motion. And it needs to be in motion whethme as I drove across the Wabasso causeway.
er I am nose to the grindstone for 40 hours a week or not. If I
don’t know how to earn dollars, then my job is to learn what my
As I drove north on AIA, it was hard to tell at that time of day skills and talents are, what my natural interests are. Who do I
whether I was seeing fog or ocean spray but the air was thick see doing something that looks like something I want to try? I’m
with it and there was a light drizzle of rain off and on. I checked the one who has to cheerlead myself on to go to a trade school
out several of the beaches along AIA to decide where I wanted maybe, learn something I never thought of doing. I’m the one
to be. I crossed the Sebastian Inlet. I laughed to recall a day in who has to do whatever it takes to move my life ahead.
the mid 80’s a coworker and I’d called in sick to work and played
at that beach all day. Our severe sunburns outed us to the boss If I want to be healthy, I know what to eat and how much to exthe next day. Good times.
ercise and how much sleep to get. It’s up to me to keep up with
it to stay fit and vital my entire life. Look at Wayne Dyer – fit and
I found a perfect spot and settled in. It was drizzling rain on vital well into his 80’s, died in a heartbeat, no long extended
and off but I was dry under the umbrella. I knew to split if I saw illness, no steady decline, just happy, healthy,
lightning. The weather was a balmy 76 with very little wind. happy, healthy, happy, healthy, dead.
Sometimes the beach is so windy I feel beat up by it. Today
was a nice balmy breeze. There were only a few people and That’s my goal as well. A long healthy happy
they were farther down the beach. No one in the water yet life, however long it ends up to be. If I was to
and no surfers. I did some yoga as I checked out my surround- die right now, I’ve had the happiest life ever
ings. Stretching and breathing on the beach is a whole body/ and wouldn’t change a thing.
mind experience. I took the ocean spray as salt therapy for my Enjoy our offering this month.
muscles. I sustained more sports injuries this year than in the Hari Om.

Andrea
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abraham-Hicks
...continued from page 9

You don’t have to embrace painful
things. You don’t have to continue
to give your attention to it. Nothing
is coming and getting you. You are
not vulnerable to anything except
your own sloppy thinking.

We’ve been saying to you for a while, and we like saying this GUEST: Well, I guess that’s kind of the phenomenon I’m
to you – we are being playful as we give this to you, and some describing, is that I can feel how easy it is to go knee-jerk
people regard it as an insulting comment, and we don’t mean reaction to conditions.
it that way at all – but the thing that saves mass consciousness
from momentum that is really unwanted is that you are fickle. ABRAHAM: Well, you might say it’s easy, but we don’t
In other words, you have short attention spans.
think it’s one bit easy for you… because whenever you do that,
you feel it immediately.
If CNN would pick one topic, and play it and only it forevermore,
the majority of people who are watching that – becoming more
and more and more, and talking about it more and more and GUEST: I do. I do.
more – would create epidemics of that one topic until that one
topic would be rampant. But, fortunately, they don’t have the ABRAHAM: Now, there was a time when you might have
had a knee-jerk reaction and gone further down the road,
sticking power.
but you don’t do that anymore. You’re more aware of your
Fortunately, none of you do because you are guided from guidance.
Broader Perspective, and you simply understand that there’s
more to think about than this one thing. Therefore, your lives GUEST: Yes.
can expand in more directions, than just this one direction.

ABRAHAM: In the early days, when we were talking to
people about meditation, we said that the reason meditation
is a good tool is because you quiet your mind and, when you
quiet your mind, you stop thought and, when you stop thought,
you stop resistance. So, your shield comes down and you put
yourself in a place of allowing, where all that you are wanting
can then flow easily into your experience. But the thing that
happens in that meditation process – if you continue it – is that
Mass consciousness does not influence you. Now this is the most you do become more sensitive to resistance.
important part of your question… because it seems logical that
if there is a large number of focusers on a topic, so that the Well, there are some people that don’t wanna be sensitive to
stream is flowing in a very strong way, it seems like that stronger resistance. It’s like the hot stove. “I would just as soon that
stream would have the ability to get you. But that would be in a I don’t feel the hot stove because I can’t stop myself from
Universe based upon assertion, and you don’t live in a Universe participating with it. So, either the stove needs to be cooled
based upon assertion. You live in an attraction-based Universe, off or I need to develop some capacity to withstand it because
which means that only the vibration that you get going are you I can’t stop [touching it].” Well, we think you can.
calling to you.
We don’t think you have to embrace painful things. We don’t
Now, yes, it is possible for you to observe what’s going on in think you have to continue to give your attention to it. It feels
mass consciousness, and by your observation of it, invite it into like it sometimes. It feels like the conditions of your life force
your vibrational frequency, so that now you are attracting it. you to give your attention to it. We know how that feels to you.
But nothing is coming and getting you. So, the question is: How But you do not have to give your attention to painful things,
much that’s out there do you want to practice the vibration or to unwanted things. And you don’t have to keep asking the
of, and then put out your calling card to invite it in? Can you questions that cause you to put your shield up, so you don’t
feel the difference? You are not vulnerable to anything except hear the answer, or don’t realize the path to the answer.
You could solve this for yourself… If we were standing in your
physical shoes, we would accept that we are part of mass
consciousness, but we would assume our singular consciousness
standpoint, and we would not project thought for the benefit of
mass consciousness. Your thoughts just do – by Law of Attraction
– become collective rivers or streams, but we would be clear
about what we’re focusing upon, period.

your own sloppy thinking. You are not vulnerable to anything
except your own unwillingness to be selfish enough to want to So, we want you to be sensitive to how you feel, and we want
feel good and, therefore, to direct your thoughts at the earliest you to feel good, and that’s it, that’s it. That will take care of
everything.
of momentum phases, so that you can find that, you see?
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Maya White is a Master Destination
Astrologer and one of only 90
people in the world certified in
Astro*Carto*Graphy,
a
specialized
branch of astrology which helps people
find their perfect place on earth for
love, prosperity, and personal growth.
She's also the creator of Easy Astrology
Oracle Cards published by Hay House.
Visit Maya’s website and sign up to
receive her weekly newsletter.
www.MayaWhite.com

HOROSCOPES

FEBRUARY 2016

Cusp dates are accurate for 2016. Sometimes the actual date the sun
enters the sign varies by a day or so because of a leap year, or, even
the time of day. I assure you these cusp dates are correct for 2016.

Aries – (March 19 – April 18) Success comes when you think
outside the box, Aries. Dare to dream, but then apply critical
thinking to your vision. Also moderate the tone and tenor of
your actions. With Mars traveling through rowdy Scorpio, you’ll
be misunderstood if you come on too strong. Prepare for your
date with destiny.

Virgo – (August 22 – September 21) Less is more this time
around, Virgo. Your prescription for February is: less stress,
fewer deadlines, and more fun. Take advantage of Venus
cavorting in your 5th house of joy until the 16th. The Virgo Full
Moon of February 22nd comes with an important decision - let
go with grace and gratitude.

Taurus – (April 19 – May 19) What is your dream for a perfect
life, Taurus? The planets are lined up in support of your creation.
The challenge is that you must decide whether you want to be
free, or to dig in deeper. Love is the answer, and it shows you
the way to have everything you have ever really wanted. Step
through the open door.

Libra – (September 22 – October 21) It’s time to get back to
the foundation of your inner self – the artistic director of a
good life. Reclaim your love of music, revitalize your life with
beautiful plants and flowers, and recolor your home by filling
it with cherished friends and family members. The angels are
holding a safe space for you now.

Gemini – (May 20 – June 19) Your thoughts and words are so
powerful, Gemini; especially now, as Saturn and Neptune do a
number on your relationships and your identity. Avoid confusion
by getting your priorities straight. Perpetual motion is your
natural state, but the stars now offer a safe haven. Play your
cards right and have it all.

Scorpio – (October 22 – November 20) Focus is your laser tool
to fast forward success on any project. Avoid overwhelm by
planning your work and be sure to schedule in time for play.
Mars in Scorpio is good for you provided you connect with your
higher purpose. Juno, the goddess of love is with you also. Are
you ready for commitment?

Cancer – (June 20 – July 21) Dare to be bold, Cancer. This is your
month to be audacious; to go places you’ve never gone before
and do things in a way you’ve only imagined. Your intuition is
always strong, but now, your logical mind is also showing the
way to manifest a real and multicolored vision. Believe in what
you’re thinking.

Sagittarius – (November 21– December 20) You must be heard,
Sag - it’s time to speak your mind and share your truth. Your
inner longings have been overlooked, and now Saturn adds a
tone of seriousness to the mix. Trust me; Saturn can be a force
for benefit if addressed wisely. Your secret to success is honoring
the legitimate concerns of others.

Leo – (July 22 – August
21) Jackpots are not
always
won,
Leo,
they’re created through
effort and planning.
You make it look easy,
but I know that you’ve
been working behind
the scenes a long time
tending your financial
garden. It’s a matter of
weeding out the partners
that bear no fruit. Your
persistence pays off in a
bountiful harvest.

Capricorn – (December 21 – January 19) Everybody’s probably
asking about when your book is going to be ready. Stubborn
resistance only gets you so far, and not in the direction you want
to go. The world is hungry for your wisdom, knowledge, and
expertise, Capricorn. This is a month to manifest your boldest
dream; get busy!
Aquarius – (January 20 – February 17) Being a fixed air sign,
you are one who holds fast to your truth, and you know what
you know. But, the Virgo Full Moon on February 22nd invites you
into the rabbit hole of considering a second opinion. Something
is overlooked, and the situation has, or will, change. Listen to
good advice this time around.
Pisces – (February 18 – March 18) Connect deeply and love with
all your heart, Pisces. You are uniquely protected in that: the
more you give, the more you have. Just remember that your
vessel must first be filled through love of self, which includes
extreme self-care. Bountiful blessings are coming your way, be
present so that you can receive them.
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Introducing Astrologer

Maya White

YOGA SHAKTI
MISSION
Sunday 9-10am
Sunshine Lecture
-Talks on Spiritual
Topics
First Saturday of
month at noon
Vegetarian luncheon
$7

YOGA CLASSES

$7 Per Class
$25/mo unlimited
Monday thru Thursday
7:00 - 8:00pm

Ma Yoga Shakti

Hello. Although I have many clients from around the world,

perhaps we’ve never met, so I was asked to share a bit about myself.
I now spend my time between Los Angeles and South Florida. Having
lived in Hollywood, Florida from 2003 – 2010, I am a long time reader
and fan of Horizons. Through a totally synchronistic beauty of the
Universe, I’m now delighted to be a part of Horizons Magazine.
As a soul based astrologer, I talk to many people about life purpose, but
I was unable to grasp my own for many years. And, I have lived through
those ‘Dark Nights of the Soul’. Many of my Florida friends helped me
recuperate from a tragic automobile accident in 2004. I also endured
many miserable J.O.B.’s. I always loved astrology, and had done
readings part time since the age of 14, but never thought I could make
a living doing it. However, in 1998, after being fired from a (terrible)
job (that I hated) as an Administrate Assistant, my world crashed - hard.

Annual Friends of the
World Gathering
Sunday March 6th, 2016
Noon to 4pm

There will be a variety of cultural dances, music,
drama, international food and vendor booths.
We provide an atmosphere of openness and
genuine appreciation of each other’s special talents
and cultural heritage, promoting understanding
and friendship of all races and cultures.

After sitting on the couch and crying for a week, I gathered up my
courage and took out a small ad in a weekly newspaper offering my
services as an astrologer. This turned out to be a game changer because
within a few days I was offered an astrological column in a startup
magazine out of Portland, Maine called ‘Inner Tapestry’. The rest is
history.
The ending of those days of suffering was the beginning of my journey
to living my passion. And this is why I know it can happen for you, too!
My grandmother inspired me to look at the stars, and she also taught
me to live by the Golden Rule.
Louise Hay taught me about the power of affirmations and positive
thinking, and having my Easy Astrology Oracle Cards published by
Hay House is another miracle that came as a blessing to my work in
astrology and as a writer.
What I know is that miracles are/can be a part of your everyday life;
that you can live your passion and express your talents – the ones
revealed by your astrological chart. As your astrologer, writer, and
translator of the Universal Language of the Stars, I am committed to
conveying a positive message and offering solutions. I want to make
YOUR world a better place to live.
With love and gratitude,
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* Now accepting vendors for the event*

If you or anyone you know is interested in having a booth
(only $15), performing on stage, attending the function or
helping us to spread the word, we appreciate it.
Please contact:
Yoga Shakti Mission
3895 Hield Road, NW
Palm Bay, FL 32907
321-725-4024
http://www.yogashakti.org/
Email yogashaktipalmbay@gmail.com
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As hopeless as any situation feels,
it‘s really only your thoughts that
you’re dealing with. And you
have the power to change those.
Louise Hay

When we think that the
world has unlimited
resources, our world
becomes unlimited.
Ma Yoga Shakti

READ THIS
INSPIRED
BOOK
Paramahansa
Yogananda
As I Knew Him
Personal
Experiences and
Observations by a
Direct Disciple of
the Author of
Autobiography
of a Yogi
By mail: Center for
Spiritual Awareness
P.O. Box 7
Lakemont, Georgia 30552

info@csa-davis.org
or Tel: 706-782-4723
weekdays 8 a.m. – 3 p.m.
Or order online

www.csa-davis.org
Also as an eBook from
Amazon & Apple iBooks

Hardcover 160 pages 16 pages b/w & color photos
$12.00 plus $3.00 postage

Roy Eugene Davis has been teaching spiritual growth processes for more than
60 years in North and South America, Europe, West Africa, and India. He was
ordained by Paramahansa Yogananda in 1951. Read Truth Journal, hear Mr. Davis’
talks, and see meditation seminar and retreat schedules at www.csa-davis.org

